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 English: Dolby Digital 5.1.Subtitles: English for the main menu, film, English for dialogues.Runtime: 1h 40mn.Extras: Optional
English subtitles, bonus extras in the menu.Connections: Ethernet cable, component output.Special features: In addition to the

regular menus, there are some extra features in the menu:• A short interview with producers Prabhu Solomon and Salim Kumar•
"Rajinikanth: The making of 2.0" (20 mins) a full retrospective with behind the scenes footage of the making of the film,

including interviews with Rajini himself, his family and his team• "The early days of Rajinikanth" (25 mins): another
retrospective of Rajini's career in Tamil cinema with interviews with his family, friends, co-stars and crew.• "Kanden" (15
mins): two audio commentaries (the theatrical version, available as a separate album, and the director's cut with additional
scenes and alternate versions, a new interview with director Shankar, and a collection of behind the scenes photos)• "The

making of 2.0" (16 mins): audio commentary by film critic and historian M. Suganth and Rajini's daughter Kamala•
"Bikkalpudan Kappal" (10 mins): two interviews with actor Sivakumar, who portrays a song in the film, and director Shankar•

"TimePass" (5 mins): a slideshow of stills from the film and scenes from the film's trailer• "Rajinikanth: The making of his
career" (17 mins): interviews with special effects man S. S. Dev, cinematographer R. Vittal and scriptwriter Sarathkumar• "In

the beginning" (5 mins): an interview with director Shankar, in which he talks about Rajini and his career• "Rajinikanth in
Hollywood" (7 mins): an interview with Rajini by Terry Jones.• "Rajinikanth on screen" (6 mins): interview with director

Shankar and producer Kalaiselvan.• "Rajinikanth retrospective" (6 mins): an interview with director Ramana, who directed the
famous song "Ennai Thaalil Oruvan"• "Then and now" (10 mins): another interview with Shankar, this time with actor Arjun

Sarja, who portrayed a supporting role in the film• "Rajin 82157476af
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